An Urgent Message

By Alexander Backman
March 13, 2013
DREAM-VISION OF NUKE DETONATED IN NEW YORK CITY. NEWARK INTERNATIONAL TO BE DESTROYED BY A SOLAR EVENT?

By Alexander Backman
March 12, 2014
Sunday December 1st, 2013—I had a dream last night that really shook me up. Maybe the fact that it was so vivid and real, the details! Like in High Definition, I saw it all blow! The explosion was so massive. I was just coming back from a radio interview on Fukushima and was at, of all places, in an airport in a city called Newark.
Note from author: I did not know that Newark had an International Airport at the time. This shows that this is not a dream but a revelation! There are details that I saw in the dream that show things that are going to happen in the future. When? Soon.
I was on the portion outside of one of the terminals. The airport was enormous. I was behind and under one of the Terminal bridges, I could see all the airliners aligned and parked along-side their corresponding terminals. The planes had navy blue tails.
Baggage handlers work in the snow at Newark Liberty International Airport on Monday. The storm wreaked havoc on travel, with more than 4,300 delayed flights and 1,900 canceled in cities including Philadelphia, Newark, N.J., and New York.
While I was trying to focus on the details it happened. It was so overwhelming! An explosion! The biggest I have ever seen. Almost as if the entire sky and the ground were engulfed by the fiery inferno. Like a wave of fire. I saw it coming, from where I was standing, from the east.
• I knew the blast came from the direction behind the terminal because it was around 4pm and the sun was already going down on my side to my right towards the West. For the sun to go down at 4pm, it means it has to be winter, possibly near Christmas time or New Year’s.
The first thing was this sucking out of all the cool air. Like a whoosh, it was being sucked up and then the fire came. I saw all the airplanes being shredded into thousands of pieces along with the terminal.
• I turned back and ran into the tunnels where the baggage was stored and collected under the terminals and saw an entrance leading to an underground basement with a steel door over it. I opened it, dove in and shut it before the flames reach me.
I woke up and was trying to catch my breath. I remember the vivid details of me seeing headlines being shown to me on the lower right of my field of view at the moment of the explosion. I saw these headlines pass before my eyes in orangy-yellow letters. This was seconds before the blast. This is what I saw:
NEWARK AIRPORT DESTROYED BY SOLAR EVENT. 32,000 DEAD
NUCLEAR TERROR ATTACK IN NEW YORK CONFIRMED
I knew in my heart that the solar event was a ploy to lie to the public about the real reason of what had happened. That it was not a solar event but a nuclear weapon detonated in Manhattan.

After the dream/vision or whatever you want to call it, I went to Google Maps and found that Newark does indeed have one of the biggest airports serving the City of New York. I did not know this until I searched for the term on the Internet. And it is pretty close to Manhattan itself.
• I pray this does not happen. Please pray with me to ask Our Lord Jesus for His mercy and protection over these regions.

• That is all.
Newark Liberty International Airport EWR

Located in New Jersey approximately 16 miles from midtown Manhattan. The airport consists of three terminals – Terminal A, B and C – and is served by all of the major U.S. airlines and numerous international airlines offering nonstop flights around the country and the world. Continental Airlines, which uses EWR airport as a domestic and international hub, transformed Terminal C into a spacious facility with numerous shops and restaurants to pass the time between flights and a new international arrivals facility which allows Continental passengers arriving from overseas to connect with domestic flights without switching terminals.
Blast Shakes Manhattan
2 Dead, 50 Hurt in Gas Leak Explosion

• 116 Park Ave.
• 9:13 AM - 1st call complaining of strong gas smell.
• Minutes later, a massive explosion occurred.
• 9:31 AM – Emergency call established.
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116 → 911
NEWARK CODES

• OLD TESTAMENT ➔ NEW TESTAMENT
• OLD ARK ➔ NEWARK
• PREVIOUS WRATH ➔ NEW WRATH
MALAYSIA AIRLINES
FLIGHT 0370
DISAPPEARANCE
Is there a connection between my Newark Dream Vision with the Malaysian Airliner that just disappeared?
In spite of their ability to do long hops such as Dubai - Newark, Malaysia Airlines' B777-2H6ER are also placed on the 45-minute hop from Kuala Lumpur to Singapore.
The Kelly File

MISSING PLANE'S TRANSPONDER STOPPED WORKING BEFORE SHARP COURSE CHANGE

Where is the Malaysian Airlines (MH) 0370 aeroplane?
Is it Terrorism?
IRANIAN Nationals with stolen passports

- There are four passengers of interest, two of which had stolen passports which Malaysia Immigration, where they boarded the flight, can't explain and why they were not monitoring the InterPol database.
No Contact

- The last contact with the flight was with another Malaysian B777 headed to Japan. The captain was asked by the Vietnamese ATC to call the flight which he did and received only "mumbling" but he was confident is was the co-pilot. Further attempts were fruitless and the flight had missed a mandatory reporting point at the Viet FIR (their oceanic border), this is a big deal.
Oddities with the flight

• Veered off course.
• Disappeared from Radar.
• 20 DoD Contractors on board.
• US Tech Company Had 20 Employees On Missing Malaysia Airlines Flight

• These engineers are working on a military modern day Manhattan project
Possibility #4, the "advanced military weapons" explanation:

- Some military entity, either human or non-human, was testing an advanced weapon capable of either instantly obliterating large airborne objects or teleporting them to another place (or dimension). This explanation seems incredibly far-fetched, but then again, barely a hundred years ago, so did the idea that machines could ever fly at all. Related to this is the legend of the Philadelphia Experiment which some believe caused a U.S. Navy ship to vanish and reappear.
• **E-Bomb: The Electronic Weapon That Can Make a Plane “Disappear”** *Videos*

• **One such advanced weapons system has come to public light in recent years and as recently as **TWO DAYS PRIOR TO THE DISAPPEARANCE** OF flight 370 Senator Ted Cruz mentioned it in a followup to his CPAC speech:**
CPAC2014: Ted Cruz and the Nightmare of Iranian EMP Attacks
CPAC2014: Ted Cruz and the Nightmare of Iranian EMP Attacks

• “When Iran describes Israel as the Little Satan, and America as the Great Satan, we have every interest to make sure they don’t acquire the weaponry to kill millions of Americans.” Cruz imagined a nightmare scenario in which Iran detonated a bomb over “Tel Aviv or New York or Los Angeles.” Detonated here, the effects of an EMP attack could kill “tens of millions of Americans.”
• Non-nuclear Electro Magnetic Pulse Weapon

HIGH POWER MICROWAVE E-BOMB - GENERAL ARRANGEMENT MK.84 PACKAGING WARHEAD USING VIRCATOR AND 2 STAGE FLUX COMPRESSION GENERATOR

FIG.6 HPM E-BOMB WARHEAD (Mk.84 FORM FACTOR)
Source:
Military Intelligence Professional Bulletin

- Weapons designers specializing in high-energy physics can now create electromagnetic pulses without going into outer space. One approach involves harnessing the force of a conventional explosion. Others are simply just modifications of radar, which bounces pulses of energy off aircraft in flight, vehicles on the ground, and other objects.
Crank up the power and you have an EMP weapon, ready to point at the computers of your favorite enemy. This knowledge has set off a new arms race. Whether fitted into cruise missiles or parked at the side of the road in a van, non-nuclear EMP weapons have the potential to devastate the electronic systems of areas as large as a city or as small as a selected building, all without being seen, heard, or felt by a single soul.
• It is a dream come true for any and all terrorists.

• Sound far-fetched? It did not in 1993 to the owners of automobiles parked about 300 meters from a U.S. Defense Contractor’s EMP generator test site at Eglin Air Force Base in Florida. Their alternators and electronic engine controls were accidentally fried by a pulse during classified field trials.
• **NNEMP generators can be carried as a payload of bombs, cruise missiles (such as the CHAMP missile) and drones, with diminished mechanical, thermal and ionizing radiation effects, but without the political consequences of deploying nuclear weapons.**
The electromagnetic pulse from NNEMP weapons must come from within the weapon, while nuclear weapons generate EMP as a secondary effect. These facts limit the range of NNEMP weapons, but allow finer target discrimination. The effect of small e-bombs has proven to be sufficient for certain terrorist or military operations. Examples of such operations include the destruction of electronic control systems critical to the operation of many ground vehicles and aircraft.
EMP Area By Bursts At 30, 120, & 300 Miles

Click on the image for a larger view.

- Wide area coverage
  - A million square miles
- Intensity depends on:
  - Weapon design
  - Height of burst
  - Location of burst
- Broad frequency range
- Threat to all electronics

Source: Gary Smith, "Electromagnetic Pulse Threats", testimony to House National Security Committee on July 16, 1997
Vaporized?

- Officials investigating the disappearance of a Malaysia Airlines jetliner with 239 people on board suspect it may have disintegrated in mid-flight, a senior source said on Sunday, as Vietnam reported a possible sighting of wreckage from the plane. Reuters
An Assymetrical Act of War?
WND EXCLUSIVE
TERRORIST SUPER-AXIS TO STRIKE WITHIN U.S.
Imminent attacks planned by al-Qaida, Quds Forces, Hezbollah
http://concienciariadio.com/reza_kahlili/
“Unless the world community acts decisively and with great urgency, it is more likely than not that a weapon of mass destruction will be used in a terrorist attack somewhere in the world by the end of 2013.” — Study by the Commission on the Prevention of Weapons of Mass Destruction Proliferation and Terrorism Regarding nuclear terrorism
A FALSE FLAG Event?
UKRAINE CHATTER

• From Nina Sidorova

• "The Zionists and their puppets try to start WWII on March 16, 2014, which is Jew holiday Purim, when Jews and Zionists are celebrating mass murders of Goys..."
Proof US Staging False Flag For WW3

- **Susan Doclos**
  [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pzjbJbK48jQ](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pzjbJbK48jQ)

- **Hacked emails to and from US Army Attache Assistant in Kiev Jason Gresh with Ukrainian General Staff Igor Protsyk**, discuss plans to arrange a massive attack on transport hubs and Ukrainian military bases in order to “frame up the neighbor,” and “create favorable conditions for Pentagon to act.”
• EVENTS ARE MOVING RAPIDLY IN CRIMEA. OUR FRIENDS IN WASHINGTON EXPECT MORE DECISIVE ACTIONS FROM YOUR NETWORK. I THINK IT’S TIME TO IMPLEMENT THE PLAN WE DISCUSSED LATELY. YOUR JOB IS TO CAUSE SOME PROBLEMS TO THE TRANSPORT HUBS IN THE SOUTH-EAST IN ORDER TO FRAME-UP THE NEIGHBOR. IT WILL CREATE FAVORABLE CONDITIONS FOR PENTAGON AND THE COMPANY TO ACT. DO NOT WASTE TIME, MY FRIEND.

• RESPECTFULLY,
JP

• JASON P. GRESH
LIEUTENANT COLONEL, U.S. ARMY
ASSISTANT ARMY ATTACHÉ
U.S. EMBASSY, KYIV
TANKOVA 4, KYIV, UKRAINE 04112
(380-44) 521 - 5444 | FAX (380-44) 521 - 5636
The Date

- March 15th 2014

“*The Ukrainian criminals who have high jacked Ukraine (team of the neo nazis-Svoboda) are supposed to attack 25th Ukrainian Airbase army, destroying planes and everything, saying and pretending that Russian military-- Russian spechnas (Russian special forces) did it, after which NATO will start WWIII.*”
The Russian part is in Ukrainian

• "Igor Protsyk requested a man (name Oleg) to create false flag attack against Moscaleys (they call Russians—from a word Moscow) attacking 25 Ukrainian Airfares. He explains that this must be done not late than March 15, and he tells, ‘You know why!’"
Nina:
The referendum in Cremea will be on March 16.

- HE TEACHES HOW TO CREATE THIS FALSE FLAG ATTACK, AND SAYING THAT 10 OR 12 PEOPLE FROM SVOBODA (NEO NAZIS) WILL JOIN OLEG AND HIS TEAM, AND THESE PEOPLE KNOW WHAT TO DO...

- THE NAME OF THE PERSON WHO LED THESE 12 PEOPLE IS MISKA, WHICH IS A SHORT NAME FROM MICHAEL... ALSO, HE MENTIONS A MAN WITH A NAME PASHKO (SHORT NAME FROM PAUL) TARASENKO (LAST NAME) WHO WILL BE INVOLVED.
He requested to transform everything that 25 Ukrainian Air Force -brigade has to discarded (SCRAP) metal ... He is saying that everything is supposed to look like Russian Spetsnaz (Russian special forces) have committed it. He asks Oleg and his team to be careful...
• He said that money for this false flag attack would come immediately...
• **Mr. Jason P. Gresh**, Lieutenant Colonel, Assistant Army Attaché of US Embassy in Kiev, Ukraine continue... Watch a video in the end when **Mr. Jason P. Gresh**, Lieutenant Colonel, Assistant Army Attaché of US Embassy in Kiev, tells that **Washington has required immediate actions from Ukrainian Terrorist network**...
He requested to frame neighbors (Russia and Crimea) to create favorable conditions for the Pentagon and the Company to act. Lieutenant Colonel Gresh has requested not to waste time...

The criminals try to start WWIII...

Nina
A map of Russian gas supplies to Europe via Ukraine

Major pipeline routes from West Siberian gas fields to Western European markets

Source: National Gas Union of Ukraine
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Prayers that Destroy Terrorism

• Download this PDF file and accompany us in prayer to stop the enemy.

• PDF:
  CONCIENCIARADIO.COM/PRAYERS/PRAYER_TERRORISM.PDF

• MP3:
  CONCIENCIARADIO.COM/PRAYERS/PRAYER_TO_ROUT_TERRORISM.MP3
Please Support Independent Media

• **Paypal**
  - [concienciaradio@prodigy.net.mx](mailto:concienciaradio@prodigy.net.mx)
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